Introduction
The 8th meeting of the NASA Astrobiology Institute's Thermodynamics, Disequilibrium, Evolution (TDE) Focus Group took place in November 2014 at the Earth-Life Science Institute, at the Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan. The principal aim of this workshop was to discuss the conditions for early Earth conducive for the emergence of life, with particular regard to far-from-equilibrium geochemical systems and the thermodynamic and chemical phenomena that are driven into being by these disequilibria. The TDE focus group seeks to understand how disequilibria are generated in geological, chemical and biological systems, and how these disequilibria can lead to emergent phenomena, such as selforganization in bounded conditions eventuating in metabolism. Some planetary water-rock interfaces generate electrochemical disequilibria (e.g. electron, proton and/or ion gradients), and life itself is an out-of-equilibrium system that operates by harnessing such gradients across membranes. Disequilibrium in inorganic chemical systems also leads to the formation of a variety of patterns, structures, and dynamical systems. Understanding geochemical far-fromequilibrium systems and bounded self-organizing processes may be instructive in revealing some of the processes behind life's origin. In this workshop paper we will detail the outcomes of the 8th TDE meeting in Tokyo, summarizing the focus group's discussions regarding 1) the determination of some of the required conditions for generating geochemical disequilibria for life to originate on a wet, rocky world; 2) the spatial and temporal scales for the origin of life; 3) life's use of disequilibria and the relationship of life itself to self-organizing systems in an aqueous inorganic milieu; and 4) pathways forward for achieving the laboratory simulation of far-from-equilibrium systems concerning prebiotic chemical processes.
Generating Geochemical Disequilibria Responsible for the Origin of Life on a Wet and Rocky World
We argue that life only emerges when and where particular planetary-scale conditions of chemical disequilibria are produced through the interactions of the atmosphere-hydrosphere complex with fresh mafic to ultramafic oceanic crust continually replenished by active partial melting of the mantle (Hess 1962 (Hess , 1965 . Earth of course still has such conditions; Venus may have harbored such conditions very early on; and there is evidence that Mars at least had surface water in the Noachian. For example, Martian shergottites display signs of aqueous interaction extending to the last few million years, and even now there are vestiges of a water table (Webster et al. 2014; Cockell 2014; Chatzitheodoridis et al. 2014) . Sustained water-rock interaction may also occur on icy moons that host liquid water oceans in contact with a mafic silicate layer, thereby producing chemical disequilibria similar to those likely present on the early Earth (Vance et al. 2007; Hsu et al. 2015) . 7 Instituto Carlos I de Física Teórica y Computacional, Universidad de Granada, E-18071 Granada, Spain
As we continue to identify active liquid water environments in the Solar System, and as the diverse list of known exoplanets continues to grow, we can state some Bideal^factors from the astronomical point of view that would be most likely to give rise to such planetary-scale geological disequilibria. Liquid water (even beneath ice-covered moons) is the first requirement of life and habitability. The planetary body has to be large and radiogenic enough to sustain internal heat for timescales which would permit the development of a biochemistry, although tidal energy could play a part. Stellar radiation and electrical storms can assist in the generation of geochemical disequilibria through atmospheric production of oxidants (e.g., NO 3 − /NO 2 − /NO) that might later react with hydrothermally-produced reductants. However, atmospheric chemistry is not strictly necessary to produce oxidants. On Jupiter's icy moons, for example, bombardment of the ice shells by particles trapped on the giant planet's magnetosphere can generate superficial O 2 , H 2 O 2 , and SO 2 that could be transferred into the subsurface ocean to serve a similar function (Hand et al. 2007 ). Even at the greater depths of these oceans, unstable nuclides could induce radiolysis of water, providing a source of highly reactive compounds (Draganić et al. 1991) . All of these conditions can further be influenced by the dynamics of planet formation, as collisions of rocky/icy bodies affect the final spin, mass, and orbital distance of a planet (Wetherill 1985; Dones and Tremaine 1993; Ohtsuki and Ida 1998; Miguel and Brunini 2010) .
Small bodies of the Solar System are considered to be the remnants of planetesimals from which the planets were formed. Because of their small sizes, most asteroids and comets are believed to have retained a record of the original composition of the Solar System's protoplanetary disk, in an almost undifferentiated manner. Planetesimals may have been contributors of the water essential for life on Earth, and could also have been the source of carbon. Carbonaceous chondrite matter could have contributed a variety of complex organic molecules to planetary surfaces; for example, amino acids are abundant in meteorites and have recently been discovered in returned Stardust samples (Elsila et al. 2009 ). The organic compounds found in meteorites display great structural diversity, but also occasional chiral excesses have been found in the soluble fraction of meteoritic organic matter (Pizzarello and Cronin 2000) . Against this, Dorn et al. (2011) show that these amino acids are compositionally different from typical earth biospheric distributions; for example, bearing considerable amounts of ẞ-alanine, which is absent from coded proteins. Nevertheless, carbon from such sources would be processed and oxidized in the mantle and find its way to the surface again through volcanic activity in the form of CO 2 .
The detailed information that we get from Solar System bodies is complemented with the stunning amount of data obtained from exoplanet observations. To date, close to 2000 exoplanets have been discovered and confirmed by different methods, and many more are expected to be found in the near future. With the Kepler planetary candidates, this number ascends to almost 5500. Even though statistical analysis of this sample shows that the vast majority are small planets (Neptune size and smaller (Howard et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013) ), very small rocky planets (< 2 Earth radii) are a challenge to observe. As of 2015, only ten planets of this huge exoplanet sample have been characterized as rocky bodies (Dressing et al. 2015; Berta-Thompson et al. 2015) . However, even this small subpopulation of rocky worlds shows a remarkable diversity, ranging from Bdense and hot^exoplanets close to their parent star, with planetary surface temperatures greater than 2000 K (e.g. Corot 7b Haywood et al. 2014) , Kepler 10b (Dumusque et al. 2014) , 55 Cnc e (Gillon et al. 2012; Nelson et al. 2014 ) and the disintegrating planet Kepler-78b (Pepe et al. 2013; Howard et al. 2013) ), to Bless dense and cool^exoplanets with densities that make them prospective wet rocky worlds (such as GJ 1214b (Charbonneau et al. 2009 ) and HD97658b (Dragomir et al. 2013) ).
The search for habitable exoplanets is for the moment related to the so-called Stellar Habitable Zone (HZ); that is, the range of distances from a star at which water can be liquid on the surface of the planet. The HZ can be tuned by greenhouse effects of the planetary atmosphere (Huang 1959; Kasting 1993; Underwood et al. 2003; Kaltenegger and Sasselov 2011) and also depends on the host star, not just for distance/temperature considerations but because stellar activity can greatly affect atmospheric composition. For example, there is the case of GJ 1214b and GJ1132b (Berta-Thompson et al. 2015) orbiting an M star, which would have sustained a very high level of UV and high-energy emissions over the planets' history, likely producing substantial surface and near-surface oxidants. In the last few decades, additional restrictions for a HZ have been added, e.g. considering the capability of a planet (or moon) to support carbon and water cycles and thus to bear stable water oceans, and, at the same time, considering the effects of albedo and runaway phenomena (Fogg 1992; Kasting 1990; Vladilo et al. 2013; Zsom et al. 2013) . It is important to stress the concept that HZ corresponds to habitable conditions that can be detected remotely; the HZ definition is intentionally restricted to account only for the planets upon which possible extant life interacts with the atmosphere, even if indirectly. What we addressed in the TDE discussions, however, is a wider study of the general geological and disequilibrium conditions able to support the emergence of life. For example, it might be possible to drive the emergence of life (or, at least, proto-metabolism) on planets similar to the primordial Earth, but only deep underground, and this life might never evolve to produce an atmosphere noticeably out of equilibrium. It might also be possible for life to emerge beneath the surface of icy moons of outer giant planets, and could thus be challenging to detect.
Still, considering wet rocky Earth-like planets, once a planet is detected in the HZ of its host star, a first spectral analysis of the atmosphere would be necessary to understand its major composition and, in particular, disequilibria of atmospheric species that could serve as a biosignature (or, at least, a signature that a planet has conditions amenable to the emergence or presence of life). The use of the extent of chemical disequilibrium to study planetary habitability is one of the main active collaborations within the TDE Focus Group. Specifically, we aim to build a bridge between atmospheric studies of planetary habitability and the study of other geochemical disequilibria necessary for the emergence of life, so that we can assess the potential of similar emergence processes on exoplanets. The presence of easily detectable atmospheric species (e.g. CO 2 , CO, N 2 , CH 4 , H 2 O) is not an unequivocal sign of habitability or habitancy since they can be the result of geological, hydrological or photochemical activities. However, atmospheric data and modeling can give some sense of the degree of geochemical disequilibria that might be present on a wet rocky planet and allow us to make estimates regarding the processes at the seafloor. For that reason, new methods are being developed in order to measure the disequilibrium of planetary atmospheres and to link it with habitability (Simoncini et al. 2013; Simoncini et al. 2015; Krissansen-Totton et al. 2016 ).
An unambiguous sign of the widespread presence of life on Earth is the high degree of chemical disequilibrium associated with Earth's atmospheric composition (Lovelock 1965 (Lovelock , 1975 Sagan et al. 1993; Line and Yung 2013) . A particularly noticeable aspect of the atmosphere's disequilibrium is the coexistence of species at concentrations far from the expected thermodynamic equilibrium, as in the case of methane and molecular oxygen (Simoncini et al. 2013 ). On the early Earth when life emerged, and probably on any Earthsized rocky planet at similar distance from its host star, the atmosphere and oceans may have been relatively oxidized compared to species emanating from hydrothermal systems. The surfaces of silicate-metal planets somewhat larger than Venus' mass (0.81 Earth masses) likely become progressively more oxidized through a combination of metal sequestration in Fe-Ni cores, ferrous iron-disproportionation to ferric iron plus iron metal in the mantle during core growth, and the late arrival of volatile-rich and more oxidized planetesimals. This is confirmed for Earth by all modern geochemical observations of Hadean mineral compositions, as well as planet formation models (Wood et al. 1990 (Wood et al. , 2006 Wade and Wood 2005; Frost et al. 2008; Rubie et al. 2011; Trail et al. 2011 Trail et al. , 2012 . As far back as we can peer into Earth's formative stages, the mantle was close to its present oxygen fugacity (buffered at Fayalite-MagnetiteQuartz), and hence, gaseous species were dominated by CO 2 , H 2 O, SO 2 , N 2 and minor concentrations of nitrogen oxides, many of which are electron acceptors rather than donors (Yung and McElroy 1979; Dasgupta and Hirschmann 2006; Martin et al. 2007; Hirschmann et al. 2009 ). Thus a planet-wide geochemical disequilibrium arises and is maintained for as long as this oxidized volatisphere/environment remains in contact with reduced material coming from the interior of a planet, and would be enhanced if life were to make its presence felt through oxygenic photosynthesis.
One question, much disputed, is whether there was Bdry land^at the time of life's origin on Earth, or at any time during the Hadean. It is certainly the case that small granitic masses dating to the Hadean have been discovered (Maas et al. 1992; Harrison et al. 2008) . More recently, studies of Hf and Nd isotope distribution in the oldest rocks have shown that the basaltic-granitic dichotomy which distinguishes oceanic from continental crust has been around since~4.45 Ga, although the volume of Bcontinental^crust was significantly less (perhaps 2 % of present continental area, or about half the size of Australia) (Guitreau et al. 2014; Roth et al. 2013; Xing et al. 2014 ). However, whether Bcontinental^crust represented Bdry land^or not depends on the mean ocean depth. If the ocean depth was~2 km (as it would be if the ocean volume was similar to its present value), there may well have been subaerial Blow latitude Icelands^, as well as islands emerging above mantle plume heads (cf., Hawai'i, Samoa, Tahiti, Easter, Azores, Iceland, Canaries, Ascencion, Galapagos, Cocos and the Ontong Java Plateau). However, the average ocean depth might have been a factor of two greater in the Hadean, the missing volume now lost to subduction of hydrated ocean floor and also through photodissociation (Bounama et al. 2001; Elkins-Tanton 2008; Genda 2016 ). Given such a water world, the lack of a silicate-weathering thermostat would likely render the climate extremely unstable, oscillating between freezing and perhaps 60°C (Menou 2015; Cowan and Abbot 2014) . This, combined with the planetary day lasting~15 h, and a much closer Moon, would produce major continual storms, larger tides and thereby, perhaps rapid erosion of any islands puncturing the ocean surface (Denis et al. 2011) .
In summary, the atmosphere of early Earth was likely relatively oxidized (containing CO 2 , H 2 O, SO 2 , N 2 and minor NO) and it would have interacted with the hydrosphere to generate planet-wide disequilibria and geochemical gradients (Shock 1992, figure 17; Russell et al. 2013 , figure 1 ). Some of these disequilibria might have been so extensive in the atmosphere as to be remotely detectable, rather than being evident only by in-situ studies. Life has pushed the atmosphere even further from equilibrium. In contrast to giant planets that may host Jupiterlike reducing atmospheres (containing molecular hydrogen, methane, ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, etc.), it is likely that silicate-metal terrestrial planets would instead contain electron acceptors in the atmosphere. Any surface oceans, upon equilibrating with the atmosphere, would also contain dissolved oxidants. Mixing would be rapid in such a water-world so that the reductants H 2 and CH 4 continually produced in, or leached from, the crust by serpentinization, would be juxtaposed against these oxidants at hot springs, especially through and across inorganic precipitate membranes. Such vectorial redox and proton gradients are presumed by some to have driven the emergence of life (Russell and Hall 1997) . Certainly, these gradients are comparable to the disequilibria that drive autotrophic life to this day. Similar geochemical gradients will exist until the planet runs to equilibrium or is swallowed by the planet's expanding and ever hotter Sun.
Spatial and Temporal Scales for Life's Emergence
In the previous section, we discussed some of the relevant conditions for the generation of planetary disequilibria that could drive the emergence of life. Here, we summarize the TDE discussions regarding spatial and temporal scales for the emergence of a complex chemistry in a planetary body and then for life to emerge and evolve.
The timing of life's origin remains somewhat uncertain. It has long been debated whether the Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) sterilized the planet around 3.8 billion years ago, thus putting the origin of life well after the LHB ceased, perhaps around 3.5 billion years ago (Maher and Stevenson 1988) . However, it has been shown that the cooling time between even very large impacts (asteroids 300 km in diameter) could have been far shorter than the recurrence interval of individual large impacts (Abramov and Mojzsis 2009; Abramov et al. 2013) . There is isotopic evidence for a hydrosphere on the Hadean Earth well before the LHB (Mojzsis et al. 2001; Wilde et al. 2001; Harrison 2009) , and the oldest rocks of sedimentary origin date to about the time of the LHB (Rosing 1999; Nutman et al. 2009 Nutman et al. , 2010 Manning et al. 2006) . It is unlikely that the early oceans -required for the emergence of life -were delivered by the LHB, as the amount of mass brought in by the LHB was less than about 10 −3 wt% of the Earth, which is too little to account for the hydrosphere (Genda 2016) . Life could have emerged as soon as the hydrosphere formed and the relevant chemical and electrochemical disequilibria outlined above were established (e.g., CO 2 > > NO (HNO 3 − ) vs. H 2 > CH 4, and pH 5.5 vs. pH 10.5), perhaps as long ago as 4.3 to 4.4 billion years. Based on the study of carbon isotopes in a 4.1 Ga zircon, Bell et al. (2015) propose that a terrestrial biosphere had emerged by 4.1 Ga. A biosphere certainly seems to have been in place by 3.8 billion years ago according to studies also involving carbon isotopes (Schidlowski 1988; Mojzsis et al. 1996; Rosing 1999; Ueno et al. 2002) , and isotopes of iron (Dauphas et al. 2007) , nitrogen (Papineau et al. 2005 ) and sulfur (Mojzsis et al. 2003; Papineau and Mojzsis 2006 ). Life's emergence may have been a geologically rapid process, perhaps taking place within a mere 10 20 ns or so -well within, for example, the duration of the Lost City hydrothermal vents according to Ludwig et al. (2011) . Indeed, all dissipative structures in the Universe necessarily form quickly relative to their spatial scale, or else their potential initiating fluctuation subsides before the nonequilibrium phase transitions can be negotiated (Kramers 1940; Prigogine 1977 ). Here we refer to Bemergence^of life, rather than Borigin^, in order to better underline the fact that life is the last in a long line of emergent entropy generators beginning with the Big Bang. Each such generator is the mother of the next disequilibria converter spawned from a low entropy feed, and processing ever lower grades of Bfree energy^ (Nitschke and Russell 2010; Russell et al. 2013) .
The relative sophistication of chemical models in origins of life research compared to models of fluid mechanics used to simulate the types of environments often invoked for prebiotic processes (e.g., chemistry at fluid-solid interfaces, flow through porous geological materials, ocean circulation to provide material to the seafloor system) was noted at this meeting. Is this difference in sophistication justifiable, and can fluid mechanics be neglected in this discussion? Let us consider fluid dynamics and the origins of life: Life almost certainly began associated with a fluid, most likely water, and it is thought that mineral surfaces (both external and internal, e.g., metal oxyhydroxides and sulfides) could have played key roles as concentrators, catalysts and even as nanoengines (e.g., a device that couples an endergonic reaction to a necessarily large exergonic reaction -a precursor to dual enzymes) for some of the earliest proto-metabolic reactions . Regardless of the specific mechanism, fuel, oxidants, and relevant inorganic clusters, would need to be transported to the site, and in the far-from-equilibrium system of emergent life, heat and unreactive non-cooperative chemicals (e.g., ones without charge or propensity to aggregate) would be entrained in the effluent as waste. This is true whether the setting under discussion is the oceans, the atmosphere, hydrothermal systems, the porous medium of rock, or Darwin's original 'warm little pond'.
Without fluid flow, such as in a stagnant pool of water, chemicals can only mix by diffusion. This is a slow process with timescales for transport of the order of
where L is the distance over which diffusion occurs and D is the molecular diffusivity of the chemical in the fluid. For example, the transport of a molecule of methane over a distance of 1 km in still water at 25°C would take 10 13 s, or 300,000 years. This transport time could be reduced somewhat by the motion of the water confined in a pool or deep depression. However, typical speeds u of horizontal currents in the ocean are 0.01-1.0 m/s, although vertical speeds within a density-stratified ocean are much smaller, characteristically 0.0001 m/s. The timescale for the transport of a molecule from the atmosphere in a vertical current of seawater to a depth of 1 km would be τ C = L/u = 10 6 s~1 year. Present models often consider the simplified limit of a well-mixed environment (Ducluzeau et al. 2009; Sojo et al. 2016) . In this case, the transport of molecules is assumed to be effectively instantaneous, so that the supply of a chemical is always in great excess of that required by a chemical or biological process. This assumption is valid only when the timescale for chemical or biological activity τ B , is much smaller than the timescale for transport τ D for diffusion or τ C for convection. According to this reasoning life could have therefore emerged on a timescale of 300,000 years for diffusive transport, or 1 year for convective transport, in a pool 1 km deep (cf. the Red Sea Brine Pools, Degens and Ross 2013) if it depended on small molecules like methane. For larger biological molecules, like RNA or DNA, the diffusivity is some three orders of magnitude less, and the timescales are correspondingly longer (though, it must be said that these molecules, requiring exergonic drives for their endergonic synthesis unless exceptional concentrations of their building blocks were somehow achieved, are likely produced only within the narrow confines of a cell (Wicken 1987; Kurland 2010) . However, if the atmosphere and oceans were not well mixed, but stratified vertically and horizontally (as we may note both from images of Earth from space, and from images of the atmospheres of other planets in the Solar System), then, diffusive transport of chemicals alone is likely to be too slow to support life. The argument was made in this meeting that to drive a far-fromequilibrium system like life from pre-existing geochemical disequilibria, one needs a small Breactor site^in a flow-through setting: a place where there is a high ratio of catalyst surface area to reagent, where reactants are continually supplied and waste is continually removed, where mineral interfaces are present to facilitate reactions, and where some physical matrix and concentrator (within which complex chemistry can take place while maintaining these farfrom-equilibrium conditions) is present (Russell et al. 2003, figure 27 ). This continual supply of reactants can be achieved by convection on larger length scales, and even with a strong convective supply of chemicals, gradients of concentration can exist within the local environment and drive diffusive fluxes at smaller scales. The idea sometimes prevalent in origins of life research of a Bsoup^of well-mixed chemicals does not appear to meet these requirements .
We have thus established that life is likely to have begun in a small region of a larger sea or ocean, where chemicals could be readily exchanged with the neighboring environment and where there were the requisite disequilibria. But, supposing the ocean was stratified, where might such exchanges be found? Thermal and solutal differences (i.e., density gradients) are able to drive flows capable of disrupting and penetrating stably-stratified environments (Turner 1979; Cardoso and McHugh 2010) . Strong currents supporting new life could have arisen from sources of heat or solutes. In an open stratified ocean, vertical currents driven by cooling are weak and would transfer chemicals from the atmosphere only rather slowly. This atmosphere-ocean transfer would be accelerated near putative continental margins where a cold current of fluid, laden with sediment particles rich in metals, phosphate and the required electron acceptors, can run downslope much faster and further than in an open ocean. However, if oxidized volatiles from the atmosphere were required only in low fluxes, then life-breeding regions could have developed near or at seafloor sources of solutes and reductants such as seafloor vents. Seafloor vents have several favorable characteristics, namely, providing a rich source of metal complexes as well as hydrogen and methane. Fluid flow also enhances the transport of these chemicals to neighboring regions, and toward a small steady supply of dissolved gases from the atmosphere. From this discussion, we postulate that life is most likely to have begun near continental slopes if atmospheric oxidants were essential for its emergence. Otherwise, being in close proximity to sea vents (where geochemical reactions take place within the crust and mantle of the Earth) produced the best reductants to nourish life -again, always assuming the availability of relatively high-potential electron acceptors from other sources.
After concluding that fluid dynamical systems are required for life to originate, we went on to consider how different the fluid mechanics of the Earth would be without life. Even solid Earth geology would be different without life, as would the nature of sedimentary deposits, even to the extent of microbially-mediated carbonate deposits initiating subduction and thereby plate tectonics (Bally and Snelson 1980) . In this way CO 2 from the atmosphere is returned to the mantle -one sink for CO 2 -a BGaian^control system that keeps the planet from overheating (Schwartzman and Lineweaver 2005; Sleep et al. 2012) . Thus photosynthetic life increased the amount of carbonate in the subducting slab, facilitating the formation of future continental crust (Rosing et al. 2006; Höning et al. 2014) . But it would be the atmosphere that would be most different in an Earth without life, both in temperature and in composition, so that atmospheric fluid dynamics would be utterly different. Photosynthetic life changed the concentration and distribution of CO 2 in the atmosphere and thereby the carbonate-silicate weathering cycle, which altered the equilibrium (i.e. the kinetics) of the process (Lenton and Watson 2004) . One of the well-known effects of this transition is the Snowball Earth phenomenon (Hoffman and Schrag 2002) .
Life as a Self-Organizing System Driven by Disequilibria
Life is a bounded self-organizing system driven by appropriate and sustained disequilibria (e.g., Branscomb and Russell 2013) , i.e. it is driven by the 2nd law of thermodynamics (Boltzmann's entropy law) and requires incessant regeneration. As Szent-Györgyi (1979) articulated so long ago, life is all about the oxidation of hydrogen and electron transport; he maintained that, although dead tissue had a full complement of electrons, it was in a state in which no further exchange or flow of electrons could take place. Keeping in mind the necessary far-from-equilibrium state of living systems, and the particular kinds of disequilibria that life employs to keep metabolism going, the TDE Focus Group discussions at this meeting also aimed to arrive at a thermodynamically reasonable and logical explanation for how bioenergetics could have emerged from geological processes (Schoepp-Cothenet et al. 2013) .
As with other entropy generators dissipating disequilibria in the universe, life is in the business of converting external disequilibria to lesser internal disequilibria. This concept has analogs in geological systems, for instance in hydrothermal vents where the disequilibria between ocean and vent solutions leads to the spontaneous formation of self-organized mineral chimney precipitates (Barge et al. 2012 . To drive proto-metabolic reactions in seafloor settings on the Hadean Earth, the appropriate materials available would have included CHONPS plus Na, Cl, K, Se, Ca, Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Zn, Mo and W (Goldschmidt 1937 (Goldschmidt , 1952 Williams 1961 Williams , 1965 Wald 1962; Eck and Dayhoff 1968; Westheimer 1987; SchoeppCothenet et al. 2012 ); all either delivered through hydrothermal, volcanic/atmospheric, or serpentinization processes, or present in the relatively oxidizing oceans. Precipitation of oxyhydroxides, sulfides, clays, carbonates, and silicates in vent systems could have provided various mechanisms for catalyzing chemical reactions and concentrating and preserving reaction products. However, rather than discussing the specifics of mineral-catalyzed reactions in this TDE meeting, we focused on mechanisms by which the most highly endergonic or kinetically inhibited reactions (i.e., the reduction of CO 2 and the possible oxidation of CH 4 ) could be driven by geochemically-produced disequilibria, and how disequilibria might become coupled to one another to begin to approach a biological system (Ducluzeau et al. 2014) .
Life is considerably more complex than mere catalysis or electron transfer. To couple disequilibria to perform useful work, cells use Bmolecular engine^enzymes to drive thermodynamically unfavorable reactions at the entries to metabolic pathways and cycles. These are exemplified in the biological membrane nanoengines of ATP-synthase and H + -pyrophosphatase, which convert a trans-membrane proton gradient into concentrations of pyrophosphate very far from equilibrium in comparison to its hydrolysis products (Baltscheffsky 1971; Russell et al. 1994; Lane 2010; Branscomb and Russell 2013; Baltscheffsky and Persson 2014) . This fundamental configuration of steep chemical gradients separated by a barrier, with a reduced interior and relatively oxidized exterior, has been proposed to be an echo of the geochemical situation of a hydrothermal vent where protons from the ancient ocean invaded the alkaline interior of a hydrothermal mound -in other words, an ambient proton motive force (Sojo et al. 2016, figure 1) . Though it has not yet been demonstrated in the laboratory that a geochemical proton motive force can be harnessed to drive pyrophosphate formation, it is an intriguing possibility that might explain why life today pumps protons out of the cytoplasm, only to put them to work as the proton motive force (pmf), on their return to generate the pyrophosphate bond (e.g., PP i from P i ) at orders of magnitude beyond its equilibrium value in bulk aqueous solution.
The redox gradients present between the oxidized ocean and the more reducing planetary interior could also have prefigured much of the drive for early metabolism. The terrestrial biosphere is clearly autotrophic, i.e., life generates its building blocks from inorganic carbon. At the base of the food chain organisms use hydrogen, released from water either geochemically or photosynthetically, to reduce carbon dioxide, so as to produce a small but everrenewed stock of organic molecules (Goldschmidt 1952; Bernal 1960; Russell and Hall 1997) .
One of the highly endergonic steps at life's emergence was the initial reduction of CO 2 to CO (Yamaguchi et al. 2014a, b) . Whether this step was driven merely by the disequilibrium between CO 2 and H 2 (Martin et al. 2015; He et al. 2016) , the proton motive force and pyrophosphate Herschy et al. 2014) , or through electron bifurcation, involving molybdenum as well as Brownian ratchet escapements (Chatterjee et al. 2006; Astumian 2007; Hoffmann 2012) , is still disputed (Schoepp-Cothenet et al. 2012; cf., Kaster et al. 2011) . If the initial reduction of CO 2 by the first metabolism was driven by electron bifurcation -i.e., by the simultaneous transfer of one electron to a less exergonic acceptor and the other to a more exergonic acceptor -then, the reduction of CO 2 (the more energetically difficult reaction) would require mechanistic coupling to an even higher potential electron acceptor, for example NO 3 − , NO 2 − and/or Fe III (Russell and Hall 1997; Ducluzeau et al. 2009 ). Reduction of CO 2 in a hydrothermal setting would require either mechanistic coupling to an even greater exergonic reaction, or coupling to a geochemical gradient acting across some kind of barrier.
A further dispute is how the intermediates in the acetyl coenzyme pathway (assumed to be among the first to originate (Fuchs 1989) ) -namely, the formyl and methyl groups -were achieved as the entry to metabolism. Lane et al. (2010) have argued that CO was further reduced to these intermediates, whereas Russell et al. (2003 Russell et al. ( , 2013 have suggested they were generated through the oxidation of hydrothermal methane. Determining which is the more likely scenario will require laboratory experimentation that realistically simulates the open and out-of-equilibrium flow-through system that was the seafloor setting of the early Earth, coupled with testing of various mineral catalysts that are likely to have precipitated in the mildly acidic, relatively oxidizing oceanic setting. Further experimentation will also be required to determine if/how it is possible for geochemical gradients (e.g., ambient pmf) acting across a mineral membrane to couple to the generation of disequilibrium of pyrophosphate with respect to phosphate, thus providing a mechanism for a Bproto-pyrophosphatase^enzyme. Since its founding in 2010, the TDE Focus Group has promoted collaborations to develop detailed theoretical models for the emergence of redox enzymes and nanoengine disequilibrium converters to drive the first metabolism.
Pathways Forward to Achieve Laboratory Simulations of Far-from-Equilibrium Prebiotic Processes
This consideration of the origin of life as a far-from-equilibrium process in a geological environment that sustained relevant gradients means that experimental efforts to reproduce prebiotic chemistry in the laboratory must take these conditions into account. Perhaps most importantly, any Bprebiotic^system where disequilibria are harnessed must not be a closed system: it must have inputs and outputs that allow for the delivery of Buseful^chemicals and ions and the removal of waste (the entropic output). The system furthermore needs a mechanism to generate, concentrate or filter useful substrates, whether this is a surface, membrane, or something else with some kind of selectivity (e.g., within an anionic interlayer gallery space in flexible hydrotalcites such as green rust (Arrhenius 2003; Hansen et al. 2001; Trolard and Bourrié 2012; Russell et al. 2013) ). Non-invasive analytical techniques that can query such systems in real time, and that preferably prevent alteration of samples containing metastable minerals and intermediates, will also be required.
Only recently has the challenge been taken up through electrocatalysis. This involves analogies with fuel cell technologies, which employ electrons and protons in conditions just beyond those imposed by the stability field of water (Nakamura et al. 2010; Yamaguchi et al. 2014a, b; and see Narayanan et al. 2011) . Electrochemical and fuel cell experiments attempt to characterize the ability of geochemical materials to drive redox reactions of interest, e.g., CO 2 reduction by Fe/Ni-sulfide minerals resembling the active sites of redox enzymes (Yamaguchi et al. 2014b; Herschy et al. 2014; Barge et al. 2014) . Flow-through experiments involving possibly catalytic hydrothermal minerals produce simulated chimney structures (Mielke et al. 2011; Barge et al. 2015; McGlynn et al. 2012; Burcar et al. 2015; Batista et al. 2014; Herschy et al. 2014) , thus providing the Binorganic membrane^separator that can focus and sustain the ambient chemical disequilibria. Electrochemical flow-through reactor designs to simulate seafloor systems would be useful in applying thermodynamic considerations to the attempted synthesis (oxidation) of highly endergonic intermediates from methane (such as formaldehyde) in C1 protometabolism through free-energy conversion by electron bifurcation by molybdenum species Russell et al. 2014) . The versatility of these types of experiments to different reaction systems allows for testing of any proposed ocean/hydrothermal fluid chemistries, including the putative environments of icy worlds, early Mars, or of exoplanets. Future studies of prebiotic chemistry in flow-through hydrothermal systems should continue to focus on temperature-dependent mineral formation and reactivity under a range of chemical conditions -but specifically in experimental setups that preserve the pH, redox and chemical gradients between the ocean and hydrothermal solutions.
Other considerations involve the physical scales relevant to the emergence of biological/ prebiotic disequilibria coupling, as well as the emergence of feedbacks between reactions and organic/mineral interactions. Endergonic reactions in biological systems (e.g., coupling of proton gradients to pyrophosphate/ATP synthesis) only occur over very small scales, at the redox and proton disequilibria maintained across cell membranes (≤10 nm thickness) (Mulkidjanian et al. 2009 ). Experimental designs employing microfluidic technologies and microfluidic flow-through reactors would offer a significant advance to simulate reactions occurring at the nano-scale, and would also allow simulations of thermal-gradient-induced accumulation and replication of organics (Baaske et al. 2007; Kreysing et al. 2015) . Although microfluidic fuel cells and microfluidic membrane reactors are well established for other purposes (Zhang et al. 2010; Choban et al. 2004; Kjeang et al. 2009 ), they are not yet well utilized by the astrobiology/origin of life community. Thus, there is a significant opportunity to develop microfluidic reactors, which combine chip-based technology with high-throughput analysis for exploring multiple simulated geological environments, their structures and reactivity. Pyrophosphate formation has never been accomplished via redox or proton gradients in prebiotic systems -only via substrate phosphorylation or extreme pH changes / heating -so success in this objective would constitute a major result for understanding prebiotic energetics. Development of a Bnanoengine^of geologically realistic material -for example, a double layered iron oxyhydroxide as proposed by Russell et al. (2013) -and demonstrating coupling to an externally imposed gradient may only be possible at experimental scales approaching biological scales, i.e., nanometers. This scale is considered because of the requirement for Brownian impacts to produce instances of a reaction's 'backward' (entropy-reducing) reaction .
The synthesis of ever more complex organics in a flow-through chemical reactor may eventually begin to catalyze feedbacks between organics and mineral surfaces. Ligandaccelerated catalytic feedbacks can develop between mineral-organic surface interactions to produce metal-organic complex intermediates (Jacobsen et al. 1988; Berrisford et al. 1995) . For example, organics in iron sulfide chimney experiments affect the stoichiometry of the Fe/S minerals that precipitate (McGlynn et al. 2012) , and can trap and stabilize Fe/S minerals such as greigite (Fe 3 S 4 ) (Rickard et al. 2001) . Moreover, the incorporation of certain organic amines in Fe(Ni)S catalysts has been shown to increase their ability to reduce CO 2 (Yamaguchi et al. 2014b) . Recently it was shown that the catalytic iron sulfide phase mentioned above, greigite, which is structurally similar to the Fe(Ni)-S active site of the metalloenzyme that reduces CO 2 (carbon monoxide dehydrogenase; CODH) , cannot only be synthesized at around 70°C (White et al. 2015 ) but also at room temperature if it is precipitated in the presence of pyruvate or other α-oxo acids (Wang et al. 2015) . As the mineral precipitates at the hydrothermal/ocean interface are heterogeneous and contain any and all of these potential prebiotic catalysts at once, it is possible in this kind of flow-through reactor experiment to attempt to couple or combine seemingly separate chemical pathways. For example, α-oxo acids may enhance redox activity of metal sulfides, while iron hydroxide and oxyhydroxides act as electron donors to generate ammonia from atmospherically-supplied nitrate. This could then react with α-oxo acids to produce amino acids (with specific yields of particular chemical pathways varying from place to place, as the surrounding minerals preferentially accelerate certain pathways (Huber and Wächtershäuser 2003; Trolard and Bourrié 2012; Novikov and Copley 2013) ). Experimental designs that preserve the far-from-equilibrium aspects of the system, combined with analytical techniques that favor real-time, in situ detection of metastable phases as reactions proceed, will be critical to this effort. It was for this reason that TDE Focus Group members discussed experimental collaborations that would involve considerations of analytical methods (e.g., laser spectroscopy) and using innovative experimental setups and technologies that are already designed to facilitate flow-through of reactants and electron/proton/ion gradients in other fields of science.
Conclusions
While different models proposed for life's emergence were acknowledged and members agreed to disagree on these matters, there was a consensus built around the view that the supply or supplies of fuels, metals, phosphate and oxidants to embryonic life needed to be well-ordered, predictable and sustained until its birthing. It was also recognized that, overall, even the very beginnings of metabolism would have to generate entropy from low entropy aqueous feeds to satisfy the second law (Boltzmann 1886, Schrödinger, and see the Forward by Penrose to Schrödinger 1967) . In other words, to be an entropy generator, emergent life itself needed to be low entropy, and thus a spatially-bounded open system. Whether the boundary was an internal mineral gallery, an inorganic or organic compartment, or within the confines of a pool or pond was left for another time. However, with these general pointers in mind, it was also agreed that a new experimental effort was called for on the issue now that mere mass action chemistry has been shown incapable of accounting for life's emergence ) -and that these experiments would have to come to terms with the necessity of overcoming the many endergonic barriers along the pathways and cycles of metabolism and genetic guidance. After some discussion, agreement was also reached regarding preference for using Bdisequilibria^in place of energy when discussing details of the drive to life, while at the same time recognizing that the concept of Bfree energy^was so embedded in the discourse that it had to stand in as a sensible 'colloquialism' to accommodate discussion. Seeing the issue in this light called for models that could satisfy the requirement for free energy conversion (second law), and not merely energy conservation (first law). As Elbert Branscomb argued in this meeting, Blife is not a means of aggregating 'building blocks', but instead is concerned with developing nanoengines (not mere catalysts) that can couple thermodynamically opposed processes, in order to create one disequilibrium at the expense of dissipating another.Â 
